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 World premiere @ 
(and coproduction )  

19 to 31 December 2020 
and/or* 2, 3, 4 (extended until mid) July 2021 

         * Covid19, you know. Although this project is fully 
Corona-safe!

Scan and check some videos of our automata: you need to see 
them move to understand their power, humour and beauty!

Our Automata are fully mechanical storytelling machines built 
with recycled wood and a good sense of humour. They all 
understand poetry. 

The Automata Carousel is an itinerant spectacle of 12 automata 
on a slowly rotating merry-go-round. From their lodges all 
around, the audience can see the automata gliding by. They can 
manipulate them by simply turning a lever.

These sculptures are beautiful to look at in themselves, but once 
crackling and squeaking in 'slow motion' they make young and 
old smile, wonder and enjoy. 

Check www.automata.be for impressions and video links.





The Automata Carrousel is accessible (and attractive) for 
young and old. A well thought-out set-up means that the 
fragile-looking automata can also be operated by children 
in their enthusiasm without them being able to crack the 
mechanical story-telling machines. At least 2 of the 11 
lodges are wheelchair friendly. 

Thanks to the clever design of the tent, the Automata 
Carrousel has a maximum capacity of 220 people per 
hour (or more than 800 in one 4-hour afternoon!) and yet 
is fully corona-proof: 
- The separate lodges can accommodate families up to 4 
people per lodge.
- A maximum of 44 people can be in the tent at any given 
time. They each stay there for about 10 minutes.
- The audience enters the tent only sparsely: in turns, per 
lodge. So there is a constant but perfectly controllable 
flow. With social distancing.
- The levers are automatically disinfected after each use.
- There is cleaning alcohol at the entrance and exit.
- The doors have no handles.
- The various exterior doors provide constant and solid 
ventilation.
- Mouth mask duty, where necessary.
- Only one walking direction for all the public.

The Automata-Carrousel is a 
12-sided tent with cash register 
kiosk. It has a diameter of 8 
metres. The ridge of the roof is 6 
metres high (incl. wind-powered 
promotion on top). There is one 
main entrance and exit, near the 
ticket counter. All around each 
lodge has its own outer door. The 
public must be able to walk around 
the tent. 

The free space of the playground 
therefore has a diameter of at least 
10 metres (including the tent and 
walking space). 



- The play area is a flat, solid surface and can be reached by our small truck (length 7 metres) with trailer 
(length 4 metres). 
- There must be fixed voltage, cable to the play area (1 x 400V (32 A) or 3 separate channels 240V (16 A)) - 
covered in a way that is safe for the public.
- We come with two crewmembers. We count on at least one handy helper from within the organisation 
during construction and dismantling. If the dismantling is in the evening, then preferably 2 helpers. The 
organisation provides accommodation and catering for our staff during the build-up, playtime and 
dismantling.
- We need one safe parking place for our truck (length 7 metres), preferably as close as possible to the 
playground.

maximum capacity per hour* 220 people

maximum capacity per 4 hours* 880 people

realistic average capacity per hour + 125 people

realistic average capacity per 4 + 500 people

* all the lodges are occupied alternately throughout the time

original artwork Yes

High quality art project Yes

for all ages Yes

fully corona safe Yes

number of separated lodges 11

exit doors 11

Ticket corner Yes

number of automata (storytelling machines) 12

duration of the show
+/- 10 minutes  - one
round of the carousel

solid and atmospheric lighting Yes

attractive eye catcher** Yes

Geert Hautekiet is a Belgian artist. 
He made a name for himself as a 
storyteller, theatre maker and 
tinkerer of rusty, crackling music 
installations with which he once 
made the front page of The New 
York Times. Nowadays he creates 
fascinating automata: a masterful 
combination of all his storytelling 
and designing talented skills.

Contact us for the different possible put 
options (buy-out, conditions, ticket sales, etc.).

from which wheelchair accessible 2 (at least) 

**at your festival / in public space / on a square / in a park / near a hotspot / interesting cultural event / ...


